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Abstract. We clarify the radion superfield dependence of 5D N = 1 superspace action. The radion is treated as a
dynamical field and appears in the action with the correct mode function. Our derivation is systematic and based
on the superconformal formulation of 5D supergravity. We can read off the couplings of the dynamical radion
superfield to the matter superfields from our result. The correct radion mass can be obtained by calculating the
radion potential from our superspace action.
1 Introduction
Five dimensional supergravity (5D SUGRA) com-
pactified on an orbifold S1/Z2 has been thoroughly
investigated. Especially, the Randall-Sundrum
model [1] is attractive as an alternative solution to
the hierarchy problem, and a large amount of re-
search on this model has been done. In this model,
the background geometry is a slice of the anti-de Sit-
ter (AdS) spacetime and the metric has the form of
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = e−2kyηmndx
mdxn − dy2
= e−2kRϑηmndx
mdxn −R2dϑ2, (1)
where µ, ν, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and m,n, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3
are the 5D and 4D indices, and the coordinate of
the fifth dimension is denoted as y ≡ x4. The con-
stant k is the AdS curvature and R is the radius
of the orbifold. The physical range of the extra
space is 0 ≤ y ≤ piR. In the second line, we have
changed the coordinate y to the dimensionless coor-
dinate ϑ ≡ y/R.
In such a brane-world model, the radius of the
compactified extra dimension is generically a dynam-
ical degree of freedom, the radion. In the original
Randall-Sundrum model [1], the radius of the orb-
ifold is undetermined by the dynamics and thus the
radion is a massless field. Hence, it remains to be
a dynamical degree of freedom in low energies and
should be taken into account in the 4D effective the-
ory. A naive way of introducing the radion mode
into the theory is to promote the radius R to a 4D
field r(x). Namely, the radion r(x) appears in the
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metric as [2, 3]
ds2 = e−2kr(x)ϑg(4)mn(x)dx
mdxn − r2(x)dϑ2, (2)
where g
(4)
mn is the 4D graviton. However, this is
not an appropriate introduction of the radion. In
fact, r(x) in Eq.(2) is not a mass-eigenstate. In the
usual dimensional reduction procedure, we will ex-
pand the bulk fields into the infinite Kaluza-Klein
(K.K.) modes. For example, a 5D field B is mode-
expanded as
B(x, y) =
∑
n
f(n)(y)b(n)(x). (3)
In order for b(n)(x) to be mass-eigenstates, we have
to choose the mode-functions f(n)(y) as solutions of
the mode-equations, which are obtained from the lin-
earized equation of motion for B. Otherwise, b(n)(x)
are no longer mass-eigenstates and we cannot simply
drop the higher K.K. modes after the heavy modes
are integrated out. Note that the correct mode-
function of the radion, which is proportional to e2ky,
is missing in Eq.(2). Thus, the above naive ansatz
must be corrected. The proper treatment of the ra-
dion mode is discussed in Refs. [4, 5] in non SUSY
case, and Ref. [6] discusses this issue in the context
of 5D pure SUGRA.
In this talk, we will explain our work [7], which
has derived the 5D superspace action including the
radion superfield and clarified its couplings to the
matter superfields. Our work corresponds to an ex-
tension of Ref. [6] including the matter superfields.
The strategy of our work is as follows. First, we will
identify how the radion mode appears in the super-
space action. Then, we will promote it to a chiral
superfield.
1
2 Radion mode in the super-
space action
In our previous work [8], we have derived the 5D
superspace action directly from 5D SUGRA action
by fixing all the gravitational fields to their vacuum
expectation values (VEVs).1
〈e nm 〉 = e
σ(y),
〈e 4y 〉 = 1,
〈ψµ〉 = 0, (4)
where e
ν
µ and ψµ are the fu¨nfbein and the grav-
itino, respectively. The function σ(y) is the warp
factor, and σ(y) = −ky in the case that the backre-
action of the radius stabilizer field on the metric is
neglected.2 Since the radion mode originally belongs
to the 5D gravitational multiplet, we have to modify
the above treatment of the gravitational fields. To in-
troduce the radion mode, we will replace the VEVs
of fu¨nfbein with the radion-dependent functions F
and G as follows.
σ(y) → F (b(x), y),
〈e 4y 〉 → G(b(x), y), (5)
where b(x) is the radion field.
There are two conditions that the functions F and
G must satisfy. The first condition comes from the
requirement that our superspace action reproduces
the correct 5D SUGRA action. To see this, let us
take a kinetic term of a chiral superfield Φ as an
example. If we fix the gravitational fields to their
VEVs, such kinetic term can be written as
Lkin = e
2σ〈e 4y 〉
∫
d4θ Φ¯Φ
= e2σ〈e 4y 〉η
mn
{
−
ϕ¯∂m∂nϕ
4
−
∂m∂nϕ¯ϕ
4
+
∂mϕ¯∂nϕ
2
+ · · ·
}
⇒ e2σ〈e 4y 〉η
mn∂mϕ¯∂nϕ+ · · · , (6)
where ϕ is the scalar component of Φ. Note that we
have performed the partial integral at the last step.
After the replacement (5), the prefactor e2σ〈e 4y 〉 be-
comes e2FG, which generically has a nontrivial x-
dependence through the radion field b(x). However,
if e2FG depends on xm, unwanted extra terms ap-
pears after the partial integral. To avoid the appear-
ance of such terms, we have to impose the condi-
tion that e2FG is independent of xm. Considering
1The full 5D superconformal gravity action is expressed in
the language of the 4D superconformal gravity in Ref. [9].
2We will neglect such backreaction on the metric in the
following.
its background value, this condition can be written
as
2F + lnG = 2σ. (7)
In fact, if we impose this condition, the correct radion
kinetic term is also reproduced. Thus, this is the
necessary and sufficient condition for the superspace
action to reproduce the correct SUGRA action.
The second condition comes from the fact that the
radion field should appear in the metric as if it is
a modulus field. In other words, the bulk geometry
should remain AdS5 with a definite curvature k when
we shift VEV of the radion field by constant. This
condition can be written as
G = −
1
k
∂yF. (8)
By solving the above constraints (7) and (8), ex-
plicit function forms of F and G are determined as
follows.
F =
1
2
ln
(
e2σ + I(b)
)
,
G =
1
1 + e−2σI(b)
, (9)
where I(b) is some function of only b(x) and satisfies
I(〈b〉) = 0. (10)
In the following, we will choose it as I(b) = b˜ ≡
b − 〈b〉. In this case, the metric agrees with that of
Ref. [6].
Since the most familiar definition of the radion
field is a proper length r(x), we will rewrite b(x) in
terms of r(x). From its definition, the proper length
is written as
r(x) ≡
1
pi
∫ piR
0
dy G(b(x), y) =
1
pi
∫ piR
0
dy
1 + e−2σ b˜
= R−
1
2kpi
ln
(
1 + e2kpiRb˜
1 + b˜
)
, (11)
or equivalently,
b˜ = e−kpiR
sinh kpi(R − r(x))
sinh kpir(x)
. (12)
By substituting this into Eq.(9), the function G can
be expressed in terms of r(x).
Using this G, we can express the bulk Lagrangian
2
as follows.
L = Lradkin +
{∫
d2θ
1
4
GcWW + h.c.
}
+e2σ
∫
d4θ G−2
(
∂yV + iΦS − iΦ¯S
)2
−e2σ
∫
d4θ
{
2M35
(
Σ¯Σ
) 3
2
−G
3
2
(
H¯e2gVH + H¯Ce−2gVHC
)}
+e3σ
{∫
d2θ HC
(
↔
∂ y
2
+mGc − 2igΦS
)
H
+h.c.} , (13)
where M5 is the 5D Planck mass, g is a gauge cou-
pling, and W is the superfield strength of the vector
superfield V . The chiral superfields (H,HC) form a
hypermultiplet, and Σ and ΦS are the 5D compen-
sator superfield and the gauge scalar superfield, re-
spectively. The complex quantity Gc and the radion
kinetic term Lradkin are defined as
Gc ≡ G− iκW
0
y , (14)
Lradkin ≡
3M35 (kpi)
2
16
(1 − e−2kpiR)2
e−2σG2(r)
sinh4 kpir
×ηmn∂mr∂nr,
(15)
where κ ≡ 1/M5 and W 0µ is the graviphoton field.
3 Promotion to the radion su-
perfield
In order to obtain the desired superspace action, we
will promote the radion field r(x) in Eq.(13) to a
superfield. Here, we will define a complex scalar τ as
τ ≡ r + iκw, (16)
where w(x) is a gauge-invariant Wilson line of the
graviphoton,3
w ≡
1
pi
∫ piR
0
dy W 0y . (17)
Then, we can easily check that the kinetic term for
τ becomes the Ka¨hler form. This fact suggests that
r(x) should be associated with w(x) in the form of
τ(x). For example, a complex quantity Gc appearing
in Eq.(13) should be interpreted as
Gc = G(τ) =
{
1 + e−2σ(y)e−kpiR
sinh kpi(R− τ)
sinhkpiτ
}
−1
.
(18)
3Here we will assume that 〈W 0
y
〉 = 0.
Then, from Eq.(14), G and W 0y are identified as
G ≡ ReG(τ), W 0y ≡ −M5ImG(τ). (19)
Now we will promote the complex scalar τ to a
chiral superfield T . Namely, Gc and G in Eq.(13)
are promoted as
Gc → G(T ) =
{
1 + e2kye−kpiR
sinh kpi(R − τ)
sinh kpiT
}
−1
,
G → GR ≡ ReG(T ). (20)
As a result, the desired superspace Lagrangian be-
comes
L =
{∫
d2θ
1
4
G(T )WW + h.c.
}
+e2σ
∫
d4θ G−2R
(
∂yV + iΦS − iΦ¯S
)2
+e2σ
∫
d4θ G
3
2
R
(
H¯e2gVH + H¯Ce−2gVHC
)
+e3σ
{∫
d2θ HC
(
↔
∂ y
2
+mG(T )− 2igΦS
)
H
+h.c.}
−e2σ
∫
d4θ 3M35 lnGR
+
∑
ϑ∗=0,pi
L
(ϑ∗)
braneδ(y −Rϑ
∗), (21)
where L
(ϑ∗)
brane is a brane localized Lagrangian at y =
Rϑ∗ given by
L
(ϑ∗)
brane =
{∫
d2θ f
(ϑ∗)
AB W
AWB + h.c.
}
−e2σ
∫
d4θ G−1R exp
{
−K(ϑ
∗)(S, S¯, U)
}
+e3σ
{∫
d2θ G
−
3
2
R (T )P
(ϑ∗)(S) + h.c.
}
.
(22)
Here we have assumed that the background preserves
N = 1 SUSY and dropped the compensator super-
field. WA is a superfield strength of UA. The chiral
superfield S and the vector superfield UA in L
(ϑ∗)
brane
can be either brane-localized superfields or brane-
induced superfields from the bulk superfields.
4 Supersymmetric radius sta-
bilization
Finally, we will demonstrate the radius stabilization
in a model proposed in Ref. [10], which corresponds
3
to a supersymmetric extension of the Goldberger-
Wise mechanism [11].
The stabilization sector consists of a hypermulti-
plet (H,HC) with a bulk massm. The following tad-
pole superpotentials are introduced at both bound-
aries.
P (0) = J0H, P
(pi) = −JpiH, (23)
where J0 and Jpi are real constants.
Then, we can calculate the radion potential from
our superspace action obtained in the previous sec-
tion.
Vrad(τ) =
∣∣G− γ2k (τ, y = 0)∣∣2 · |J0 − Jpie−γpiτ |2
4
∫ piR
0
dy e(k−2m)yG
3
2
R
∣∣G−m2k (τ)∣∣2
+O(l4), (24)
where γ ≡ 32k +m and l ≡ κ
3/2 |Jpi|. Here we have
restricted the section of h = 0, where h is the scalar
component of H . From this potential, we can easily
see that the radius 〈r〉(= Re〈τ〉) is certainly stabi-
lized to a finite value
〈r〉 =
ln(Jpi/J0)
γpi
. (25)
By differentiating this potential with respect to τ ,
we can also calculate the radion mass as
m2rad=
l2k2
6
(
1−
2m
k
)(
3
2
+
m
k
)2
×
e−2kpiR(1− e−2kpiR)
1− e−(k−2m)piR
+O(l4). (26)
This completely agrees with the result obtained by
directly solving the equation of motion. This agree-
ment supports the validity of the T -dependence of
our superspace action.
5 Summary
We have derived 5D superspace action including the
dynamical radion superfield, and clarified its cou-
plings to the bulk and the boundary matter su-
perfields. Our result is obtained in a systematic
way based on the superconformal formulation of 5D
SUGRA in Ref. [12].
The T -dependence of our action is different from
that of Ref. [13], which is based on the naive
ansatz (2). Especially, the marked difference appears
in the couplings between T and the K.K. modes of
the matter superfields.
Note that we cannot redefine G(T ) as a single chi-
ral superfield by holomorphic redefinition of the su-
perfield because G(T ) has an explicit y-dependence.
(See Eq.(20).) Thus, the 4D effective Ka¨hler poten-
tial has a quite complicated form in the case of the
warped geometry. In contrast, the T -dependence be-
comes greatly simplified in the flat spacetime (i.e.,
k = 0). The y-dependence of G(T ) disappears and
G(T ) =
T
R
. (27)
The 4D effective Ka¨hler potential in this case be-
comes the following no-scale form up to a constant.
K
(4)
rad(T, T¯ ) = −3M
2
P ln
(
T + T¯
)
, (28)
where MP = (piRM
3
5 )
1/2 is the 4D Planck mass.
Here, we have assumed that the background pre-
serves N = 1 SUSY, and dropped the dependence
of the compensator superfield. However, it plays an
important role when we consider the SUSY break-
ing effects. Thus, our next task is to extend our re-
sult including the compensator superfield. Note that
what appears in the 4D effective action is the 4D
compensator superfield. Although the superconfor-
mal formulation of 5D SUGRA has a compensator
multiplet, they are 5D fields. Since the compensator
multiplet is not dynamical, we cannot mode-expand
its component fields into the K.K. modes in the or-
dinary manner. In fact, the F -terms of the compen-
sator and the radion superfields are closely related
to each other. Therefore, the result we have derived
here provides an important hint for identifying the
dependence of the 5D superspace action on the 4D
compensator superfield. The research along this line
is now in progress.
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